Development Plan 2017-18

“It’s their game, let them play”.
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Salisbury Rovers FC
“As many as possible, for as long as possible in the best environment possible”.1
Youth football belongs to the kids who play it.
We are not non-competitive. We believe competition belongs to the kids. Kids care about
winning and losing but as grown-ups we know the result will tell us very little about a child’s
personal and football development. So, we’re not afraid of kids losing or making mistakes. We
allow kids to learn in their own time and according to their own developmental needs. After
all, they are children, what’s the rush? Youth sports should not feel like a race (and certainly
not a race to nowhere).
Youth sports are also about values beyond the game itself, e.g. respect, having fun, making
friends, learning life skills. Our football model is about creating a positive and fun learning
environment which encourages decision-making and individual responsibility. We want to help
young people be the best they can be and our core activities aim to provide opportunities for the
development of the ‘person’ as well as the ‘player’. We believe in our young people so we don’t
put limits on what they are capable of. Consequently, a key feature of all our work is the
development of emotional intelligence (the ability to identify, assess and manage the emotions).
Research confirms this is a vital component of sporting and personal success.
Our work uses the best available evidence about development and we consistently engage with
those working creatively to change the game at every level. We know our work will challenge the
status quo but we will continue to be bold, innovative, child-centred and compassionate. We are
driven by core values – equality, respect, empowerment and enjoyment.
We think football is also about community. Our club wants to be financially accessible to all kids,
providing free access wherever needed together with opportunities for young people to pursue
football related careers.
Our first year
This development plan has been produced for our first anniversary. The club committee
decided to take stock of the work done to date and to plan for next season. A key issue was
football development and matches. The question was not whether matches or competition
benefit kids – we know some kids love their matches - rather, whether matches in their current
form (i.e. league football) offered the best developmental experience for our kids. We have
decided that there is an alternative.
In exploring the question, the committee did the following:

(i) looked at recent evidence on childhood development and sport (including sports
psychology);
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Mark O’Sullivan, FA Coach Educator, Swedish FA.
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(ii) discussed the issue of football development with elite and grassroots coaches including
our coach mentor Mikey Harris;
(iii) discussed the formation of progressive leagues with those who have established them;
(iv) spoke to the County FA;
(v) considered possible alternatives; and
(vi) discussed the viability of those alternatives with a variety of professional/grassroots
coaches, clubs and leagues.
The current situation
League football is only one part of what our club offers. We also run club sessions, community
projects and fund free sessions for girls. However, in looking at the question of football
development, we inevitably considered the benefits and constraints of league football.
League football provides a regular calendar of matches but it is a ‘one size fits all’ approach in
terms of development. It requires matches to be played according to prescribed rules
regarding ages, pitch size, goal size and team size. Kids play in teams as follows: 5-aside for
under 7/8; 7-aside for under 9 and 10; 9-aside for under 11 and 12; 11-aside for under 13 and
above.
Until children reach the u12 stage, there are no league tables and results are not published.
However, the drop-out rate in the game after this age group is a significant and nationally
recognised problem.
Committee conclusions
After considering all the evidence, the committee has drafted a football development plan
which is (as far as we know) nationally unique. In drafting the plan, the committee noted that:
(i)

many children at our club are not in teams and these kids are just as important to us.
However, we know that for kids who play in teams, their matches are really important
to them.

(ii)

leagues for young kids are a relatively recent phenomenon. Previously, kids were left
to play without structured formats. The age at which children have become involved
in organised football has got ever younger. We considered that offering a range of
playing opportunities outside league football (including matches against other clubs)
could bring benefits consistent with childhood development and age-appropriate
learning.

(iii)

there is significant evidence on late developers and the dangers of early specialisation.
We also noted the persuasive evidence that junior success is a poor indicator of long3

term senior success. Our conclusion was that a long-term approach to keeping
children in the game is critical and this requires flexibility and a patient environment
to meet individual development as well as team needs.
(iv)

league requirements on format, number of players etc. may not meet development
needs e.g. children may be better off playing in mixed age groups, using of different
size pitches or types of pitches (hard court, grass, indoors) or playing in different size
teams, etc.

(v)

the evidence received from professional and elite coaches was that playing football in
an environment you enjoy is crucial for development. This football does not have to
be in a league. It is notable that professional club Academies do not have league
football between u9 (the age they can sign players) and u14.

(vi)

a core focus of the club is to increase opportunities for children to play whether that
be in kickabouts, tournaments or matches against other clubs. We noted that playing
matches outside a league could allow more children to play. Presently, we have
children paying subs, wanting to be in teams but rules around the size of teams
prevent them playing. It may also allow matches to take place on different days
allowing kids to play more than one sport.

(vii)

we are committed to creating and embedding a strong Respect-based playing
environment.

(viii)

the need to take a ‘whole club’ view and consider all the children at our club.
Unusually, our club works in multiple areas in addition to league football. A unique
approach, with the creation on an independent football schedule, could help the club
provide a more unified approach for the benefit of all attendees with easier and more
accessible pathways from club sessions and project work to team play.

The draft plan establishes a radical new development schedule for 2017-18 in the hope of creating
the best possible child-centred, developmental environment. It highlights all our areas of work.
They will form the basis of a development calendar with a schedule of activities, matches and
events.
We hope you will read our development plan and feel excited about the opportunities on offer.
But we fully appreciate that not everyone will agree with our approach. We know there are lots
of other clubs in Salisbury so we wanted to give parents and children plenty of time to find an
alternative place for their child to play should they feel that these proposals are not for them.
We very much welcome your thoughts and feedback on this plan. We intend to hold a meeting
in the very near future to discuss it further.
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Activities
Players’ council
Putting kids at the heart of the club requires listening and action. Players’ council meetings should
be regular events across club and project work. We need to listen to what kids want and act on
it. We need to do this inclusively and in a variety of ways and formats.
Once a year we will also hold a players’ conference.
Exhibition matches
We will move away from league football to create our own schedule of fixtures (think FIFA 17 and
‘exhibition matches’), providing more opportunities for kids to play in an environment created
specifically for their benefit and with their input.
Six clubs have already confirmed they would like to participate: one home and one away fixture
next season. They could be played as mini-festivals or events. This will provide 12 fixtures a year
in an environment the club can agree with the other teams (e.g. different formats, mixed ages of
kids, Respect requirements etc). To put this in context, currently, our u8s have 6 teams in the
local league to play against (12 fixtures). Under u10s have 8 teams (16 fixtures) and u11s have 9
teams (18 fixtures).
This is an approach similar to that taken by junior rugby in Salisbury.
Local matches
In addition to the above, we will play regular local matches. We anticipate a further 3-4 fixtures a
year.

Girls football
We aim to work with clubs outside and inside Salisbury to promote the girls’ game. We have
already lined up potential fixture dates for matches. We will also look to research what girls want
from football and continue to hold girls’ only sessions and matches.
Multi-sports approach: an introduction to other sports
The evidence of the benefits of children playing more than one sport is overwhelming both as
part of their personal and sporting development. We will to offer one-off introductions to other
sports (e.g. boxing, cricket, rugby) as additional sessions for those that want them.
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Club sessions
Club sessions will continue be open to all children irrespective of whether they play for another
club. We do not want to ‘own’ kids. Club sessions could be imaginatively used to provide access
to:
•
•
•
•
•

Different environments: MUGA, beach, car park, street.
Specialist sessions: goalkeeper, futsal.
Players’ workshop sessions (see below) with professional coaches, local players, referees.
Players’ council meetings to ensure we are listening and adapting.
Multi-sport opportunities.

Events and trips
•
•
•
•
•

Specialist days.
Football festivals.
Trips to football related events.
Trips to encourage diversity and inclusion.
Twinning with like-minded clubs.

Random acts of football, e.g. pop-up football
A coach, some balls, a park and social media.

Community football
•
•
•
•
•

Current projects – Beautiful Game, work with Council and other organisations.
Holiday clubs.
Football festivals,
Grants for disability football, walking football.
Work with schools.

This work should not be isolated: it should be interlinked with all other activities. It underpins our
values.
Social engagement
We intend to work within our community, connecting with so-called ‘marginalised’ communities
and to consider how to engage in charity fundraising. Additionally, we would look to make firm
links with clubs doing similar work in other areas of the country. The experience of linking with
clubs in diverse communities could be a very positive one for children.
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5 aside drop in sessions
5- aside sessions run on hard court or grass. Weekends or holidays. Get your mates, drop in and
play. Doesn’t matter if your mates are playing for another team, bring them. Play.
Workshops
Players’ workshops (academies have classroom based activities) can offer an endless variety of
events/activities.
We would also look to hold an Adults in Junior Football workshop. These workshops have been
successfully run in Lancashire and we would be looking to do something similar.

Parents and volunteers
Our club is built on volunteers. We want to encourage people to volunteer. We aim to run specific
events for volunteers to increase engagement and to offer training and support.
We also want to engage with parents about the best way of supporting their children

Mentoring
Community action and projects could include mentoring from within the club or by connecting
with professional coaches. We could look to fund this and engage with youth referral teams etc.
We will also look to develop player to player mentoring (where appropriate) and coach/player
mentoring.

Football pathways for young people
We want to link with organisations and clubs who will work collaboratively with us to help support
young people’s development.
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Draft development calendar
At this stage, it is impossible to set out a calendar with specific dates confirmed. However, we
feel the summary below is a realistic assessment of what the club can look to offer.

Activity

Proposed
number of
sessions

Club sessions

Every Saturday
in term time

Local matches.

6 matches

Home fixtures with twinned clubs (or could be done as
festivals with more than one club).

6 matches

Away fixtures with twinned clubs (or could be done as festivals
with more than one club).

6 matches

Internal club matches.

4 matches

Futsal sessions

6

Beach soccer days

1

Girls' only sessions (possible mini-festival/match days if girls
would like this)

6

Invitational tournaments

2

Multi-sport days

2-4

Player conference
Players' council meetings

Referee workshop

1
1
1
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Adults in junior football workshop

1

Players’ workshops

4-6

Events/special trips

2-3

Open 5-aside days

3

Pop-up football sessions

6

Free projects

Continuous

Holiday club days
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Financing
A new model will be required.
We will look to finance community projects with grant funding. With funding, these projects can
run with professional coaches who must believe in our approach and be able to meet project
aims.
We will look to make occasional and community drop-in football self-funding.
We will look to offer ‘pop-up’ football for free.
Our primary aim is to keep costs as low as possible while ensuring the club is meeting its costs
and protecting its sustainability. Our club will always be made accessible for families who cannot
afford to pay. We will look to encourage local businesses to sponsor free access.
We feel that the fairest way forward is to offer a single payment option - £3 per session for each
activity accessed.
Parents will still be able to pay upfront for sessions. For example, we could have a payment card
system allowing parents to pay for a number of sessions (say, £60 for 20 sessions) and then
parents will just pay again when these sessions have been used up.
We feel offering a pay as you play approach to all activities is fairer as some children only want
to attend club sessions and don’t want matches. Further, some children who want to play matches
can’t play every time or don’t always attend club sessions.
We would welcome your views on this and the rest of the report at our meeting.
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